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Perception of geometric illusions in hemispatial
neglect
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Abstract—Apatientwith left hemispatialneglect,whilecompletelywnawareof featureson the left sideof figures,nevertheless
perceivedgeometricillusionsdependentonthesefeatures.Bisectionerrorswereamplifiednotonlybyincreasinglinelength,butalso
byperceivedlinelengthinducedby theseillusions.Bisectionof JuddIllusionfigureswasas muchinfluencedby neglectedfeatures
on the left as by perceivedfeatureson the right.Theseobservationsdemonstratethat geometricillusionsare generatedthrough
preattentiveprocesses.Theyalsosuggestthat in visualneglecttherebay be preattentiveprocessingof locationas wellas shape
information.CopyrightG 1996ElsevierScienceLtd
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Introduction

Visual illusions, like the Muller-Lyer and Judd
illusions, have long been acknowledged to reveal hard
wired circuits in the human visual systemwhich mediate
early vision. The principles of perceptual organization
generating these illusions,however, have been a source
of perennialdebate within psychologyand visualscience.
We showhere that theseillusionsinfluencedlinebisection
performance in a patient with visual neglect. Neglected
features contributed as much to her perception of geo-
metric illusionsas did attended features, demonstrating
that the perception of these illusions proceeds in the
absence of attention. Moreover, bisection performance
was influencedby perceivedline length induced by these
illusions.In addition to shedding light on these classical
geometricillusions,the current observationsprovide fur-
ther evidence that visual perception proceeds to a late
levelof analysisin the absenceof attention or awareness;
and they demonstrate, contrary to some accounts of vis-
ual neglect, that location information, as well as shape,
is represented preattentively.

Method

In order to test the hypothesisthat geometricillusions
are processedpreattentively,a systematicseriesof obser-
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vations was made in a single patient with hemispatial
neglect who was selected to meet strict criteria which
would permit rigorous testing of the hypothesis. Our
criteria required that the patient have: (a) dense hemi-
spatial neglect resulting in complete lack of explicit
awareness, using a stringent test, of the left side of the
illusion figures; (b) no visual field defect; (c) a lesion
mainly restricted to posterior association cortex so that
linebisectionerrors resultedonly from perceptualneglect
without a contribution from directionalhypokinesia;and
(d) sufficientalertnessand motivation, during the period
of dense hemispatial neglect, to permit valid testing of
bisection performance. In our laboratory, which is
activelystudyingneglect,we identifiedone patient meet-
ing thesecriteria during the past 2 years.This patient was
studied systematicallyas follows:

1.

2.

3.

Neurological examination and CT scanning estab-
lished the diagnosis of hemispatial neglect, without
visual field defect, due to a large lesion of posterior
associationcortex largelysparingthe dorsolateralpre-
frontal cortex (Fig. 1).
Hemispatial neglect was measured using standard
clinical tests including a line bisection task. Line
bisection errors were measured for different line
lengths.
To demonstratethat the patient’sbisectionerrors were
due to perceptual neglect, rather than to a motoric
bias (directional hypokinesia), she was shown pre-
bisectedlinesand asked to point to the end of the line
closestto the bisectionmark [14, 15].
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Fig. 1. The extent of the lesion in this patient is shown. The lesion involvesthe inferior, middle and superior temporal gyri, the
inferior and su~erior ~arietal lobules as well as the frontal and parietal operculae, but spares the optic radiations, basal ganglia,

4.

insula and internal capsule, as well a; striate a;d peri-striate ;isual corte;.

Using the illusion figures to be tested in a bisection 5. Bisectionperformance of the Judd and Muller-Lyer-,
task, a same~iffere~t two-alternative forced-choice illusionfigureswas measured.
discrimination task was given to assess the patient’s 6. A component analysis was performed which cal-
explicitawarenessof the featureson the contralesiomd culated the influenceof perceivedline length in bisec-
(left) side of these figures(Fig. 2). tion errors of the illusory figures and the relative
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Fig. 2. The four fin configurationsproducing the Judd illusion (top row) and the Muller-Lyerillusion (bottom row). See text for

details.
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contributions of left (neglected)and right (perceived)
side features in inducing the Judd illusion.

Patient

This 59-year-oldwoman had suffered a large, recent
stroke involving right temporo-parietal cortex (Fig. 1).
She was lucid and cooperative and aware that her left
arm was paralyzed and that her left leg was starting to
get stronger. She reliably detected an object or wiggling
fingerpresented independentlyin her leftvisualfield,but
exhibited consistentunawareness of it (extinction)when
another stimuluswas simultaneouslyshown in the right
visualfield.She had severeneglectin daily activities,and
on cancellation tasks, and she bisected lines to the right
of midline.

Effect of line length on standard bisection performance

Bisection error was measured for sixteen 4-cm lines
and for sixteen8-cmlines.Bisectionerror was greater for
the longer lines [t(15)=2.687, P< O.02)].

Test for directional hypokinesia

To determine whether the patient’s neglect included a
contribution from a motor bias, she was shown lines
bisectedeither in the middle, close to the left or close to
the right end of the line and asked to point to (and mark
with a pencil) the end of the line closestto the bisection.
On trials in which the lines were bisected in the middle,
she reliably (15/16) pointed to the left end of the line.
Thus, the errors she made when bisectinglineswere not
due to a motor bias against moving her hand to the left,
but rather because she perceived the contralesional side
of the line as being shorter [14, 15].

Studies of geometric illusions

Stimuli andprocedures

Sixweeksafter her stroke,weaskedher, after obtaining
informedconsent, to look at four differentconfigurations
of linedrawings(Fig. 2) and to perform two tasks. In the
first she was shown pairs of these figures,some of which
differedeither on the left or the right, and asked to judge
whether they were the same or different. In the second
she was asked to bisect them by drawing a line through
the center of the shaft of the figures. The first test was
used to confirmher lack of explicitawarenessof features
on the left (contralesional)sideof the figures;the second
probed whether unattended features on the left side of
the figureswould influenceher experienceof the illusions.

Test for explicit awareness

The stimuli in the first task were pairs of the figures
shownin Fig. 2 and were sequentiallypresented,each on
8.5x 5.5in. sheetsof paper, with the pair centeredslightly
below the middle of the page. The patient was asked to
report whether the figuresin the pair looked the “same”
or “different”.Half the pairs were same (n = 24) and half,
likethose shownin the first two columnsof Table 1,were
differenton either the left (n = 12)or the right (n = 12).

Bisection of illusionfigures

In the second task, the four stimulidepicted in Fig. 2
were sequentiallypresented, each again on 8.5 x 5.5 in.
sheets of paper, with the figure centered slightlybelow
the middle of the page. Normal observersare subject to
the Judd illusion when the left and right fins on a shaft
point in the samedirection (Fig. 2a and b). The perceived
center of the figure is shifted away from the objective
center of the figureeither to the right (Fig. 2a) or to the
left (Fig. 2b). Note that the objectivemidline indicated
by the bold linesappears off center. When the finspoint
in differentdirections, the perceivedcenter is consistent
with the objectivecenter of the shaft for normal observers
(Fig. 2Cand d), but the Muller-Lyer illusionoccurs: the
shaft in Fig. 2(c) is perceived as being longer than the
shaft in Fig. 2(d)[6, 7, 10]. Ten trials for each con-
figuration were presented singly in a randomized order
and the patient was asked to bisect the shaft of each
figure. The bold line through the shaft is the objective
center of the shaft and the numbers within each figure
represent the sizeof the stimuli(in millimeters).

Results

Explicit awareness

When shown figureslike those in Table 1, shejudged
“same” for 23/24pairs whichwere the same, and “differ-
ent” for 11/12which differedon the right. She failed to
notice that the pairs differingon the left were different,
and responded “same” for all 12of thesepairs (seeTqble
1).Thus, this patient evidencedno explicitawareness of
the features on the left side of the illusionfigures.

Bisection performance

The bold numbers below each of the figuresin Fig. 2
representthe bisectionerrors: mean leftminus right score
with standard deviations in parentheses. Her bisection
errors, which indicates where the patient perceived the
center of the shaft to be and depicted by the hairlines
through each shaft of Fig. 2, showedthat the information
from both sides of the figures influenced the perceived
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Table 1. S.D.’Sperformanceon the sam~ifferent discriminationtask

Difference on
Left

Response
H S% s

H H H
Same 12 1 23

Different (1 11 1

center despitethe lack of awarenessof the featureson the
left. Had the fin on the left side of the figuresnot been
processed, then bisection performance for Fig. 2(a) and
(b) would not have differed from that of the cor-
responding subjacent figures in the bottom row (since
these differed only on their left sides). When the con-
figuration of the fins in the Judd figure favored a per-
ceived center to the right of objective center (Fig. 2a),
bisection deviated rightward relative to its control (Fig.
2c).Conversely,whenthe configurationof the Judd figure
favored a perceivedcenter to the left of objectivecenter
(Fig. 2b), bisectionwas further to the left than its control
(Fig. 2d). Paired t-testsconfirmedthesedifferencesshow-
ing reliable differencesin both pairs in which the visual
information,differed only on the left of the shape: top
left vs bottom left [t(9)= 2.52, P< O.05]and top right vs
bottom”righ~[t(9)=4.30, P < 0.01].

The Muller-Lyer figureshad an independenteffecton
the patient’slbisectionerrors. Therewas a largerbisection
error of Fi& 2(c), in which the line shaft is perceived
to be longet, than of Fig. 2(d) [t(9)= 5.82, P< O.001].
Bisectionemor in neglecthas been shownto increasewith
increasing line length [2, 8, 9]. The current observations
demonstrate the effectof line length on bisectionerror in
neglect is contingent upon perceived length rather than
visual angle, and are consistent with observations that
patients make larger bisection errors on more distant
lineswhen angular sizeis kept constant [3].

Component qnalyses

A compcment analysis, considering both perceived
length and the Judd illusion, was done to determine
whether the information on the left sideof the figureshad
as much influenceon illusioninducedbisectionerrors, as
did information on the right side (Table 2). In Fig. 2(d)
there are no segmentsextending beyond the shaft. The
bisection error of 9 mm, therefore, serves as a baseline
measure of neglect against which the other figuresmay
becompared in order to assessthe effectof illusionswhich
might be generated by the features extendingbeyond the
end of the shaft on the neglected(left) side and the non+
neglected (right) side. Bisection error is amplified as a
function of perceived length due to the Muller-Lyer
illusion in Rig. 2(c) which adds an additional bisection
error of 11mm. Figure 2(a) and (b) are intermediate ifi

total lengthbetween2(c)and (d), so an effecton bisection
error of 5.5 mm?due to perceivedlength, is assumed for
these two figures. The additional effect of the Judd
illusioncan then be calculated for Fig.,2(a)and (b). This
analysis shows that the Judd effect contributed by the
neglected rightward pointing fin on the left side of the
shaft of Fig. 2(b) is no less than that produced by the
perceived leftward pointing fin on the right side of the
shaft in Fig. 2(a). Thus, the Judd illusioninduced by the
neglected features on the left side of the shaft had as
much influenceon bisectionerror as did features on the
right, even though the patient had no explicitawareness
of these differencesin the sameqifferent discrimination
task (Table 1).

Discussion

Another investigationon the perception of an illusory
figurein neglecthas been reported recentlyby Mattingley
et al. [12]. A group of neglect patients, with varying
degrees of extinction and other symptoms of neglect,
was presented with bilaterally-finnedfigures (i.e. Judd
figures),unilaterally-finnedfiguresand regular lines.The
results indicated that some patients under some con-
ditions demonstrated preattentive processingof the neg-
lected fins. The authors concluded that there is some
processing of the illusion in some patients with hemi-
spatial neglect, but indicated that their study was not
suitablefor drawingfirmconclusionsconcerningwhether
geometric illusions can be generated entirely by pre-
attentiveprocessing.

In that study, systematictesting for the lack of explicit
awarenessof the finson the left sideof the line stem was
done in two of the patients, but used a less stringent test
than we used here. The patients were asked to describe
the figuresafter they did the bisectionon each trial. Thus,
the patients’ attention was focused on the middle of the
line before they were required to report what the figures
looked like. Our same-different two alternative forced-
choice discrimination task permitted more potential for
processingof the left side of the figures(sincethere was
no demand to focusattention on the middleof the figures
before making the judgment), and used a same-different
judgment which is known to reveal more processing of
neglected information than does verbal report [16]. In
our study, therefore, we could be more confident that
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Table 2. Component analysesof bisectionerrors computing the effect
on bisectionof perceivedlength, and comparing the effectsinduced by
neglectedfeatures on the left with those induced by perceivedfeatures

on the right

Figure Total Rightward Amplificationby Judd
Bisection Bias Perceived Illusion

Error Length
2a

H 25
9 +5.5 +10.5

A 2
9 +5.5 -12.5

2C
20 9 +11 ()

-,

& 9
9 () (1

the influenceof the left sided features in generating the
illusionsoccurred in the absenceof any explicitawareness
of these features. Moreover, while the study by Mat-
tingleyet al. [12]did reveal someinfluenceof the left side
of the figures,it did not permit a quantitativecomparison
of the influenceof neglectedand attended featureson line
bisection performance. The component analysisapplied
in the current study demonstrated that neglectedfeatures
on the contralesional side of the figureswere as effective
in supporting the illusionsas were perceivedfeatures on
the ipsilesionalside of the figures.

While the study of Mattingley et al. [12]was intended
to examine the processing of illusory figures across the
spectrumof the neglectsyndrome,our studyused a single
case design in a patient with hemispatialneglectselected
to test, specifically,the hypothesisthat geometricillusions
are processed preattentively. Our patient’s performance
revealed that neglected features, entirely excluded from
awareness, not only influenced the perception of geo-
metric illusions,but were as effectivein generating these
illusionsas attended features that were perceived.A new
observation in the current study is that the effectof line
length on bisection error in hemispatial neglect can be
based upon perceivedlength, not simplyon visualangle,
and is entirely consistentwith a recent observation dem-
onstrating that with more distant lines, neglectpatients
make larger bisectionerrors when the angular sizeis kept
constant [3].

In summary theseobservationsindicatethat geometric
illusionsare generated in response to information pro-
cessed preattentively. In addition to being informative
concerning the origin of these geometric illusions, the
current findingscomplimenta growingliterature from the
study of visual neglect indicating extensivepreattentive
processing of visual and semantic information [1, 4, 5,
11,12,13].They extendearlierreports by showing,within
a singleobject, implicitprocessingof shape information
that influencesthe perception of other parts of the same
object. Another important new finding is that location

information, as well as shape information, is processed
preattentively. It has been suggestedthat, while there is
preattentive processingof shape information in neglect,
awarenessof that shape as a distinct object fails because
contralesional location information, necessary to dis-
tinguishthe object as a distinct token, is degraded [1].In
Fig. 2(a) and (b), however, the two fins on each side of
the stemhave identicalshapes.The onlydifferencewhich
distinguishesthem, and upon which the Judd illusion
depends, is that they are in differentlocations.The influ-
enceof the Judd illusionon bisection,in this case,implies
that not only is the shape of the left side of the figure
implicitlyprocessed, but that its location is represented
as well.
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